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ST]MMARY
During the fall of 1993 a field experirnent entitled Marine
Aerosol Properties and Thenxal hnager Performance Trial
(MAPTIP) was conducted by NATO ACl243 Panel 04/RSG.8
and 04/RSG.5 in the Dutch coastal waters. The objectives of
the trial were:

1. To irnprove and validate vertical marine aerosol models by
providing an extensive set of aerosol and meteorological
measurements, within a coastal environment, at different
altitudes and for a range of rneteorological conditions.

2. To make aerosol and r¡eteorological observations in the first
10 m of the ocean su¡face with a view to extending existing
aerosol lnoclels to incorporate near-surface effects.

3. To assess marine boundary layer effects on therrnal irnaging
systerns. Calibrated targets at different altitudes were observed
to the maximuin observable range under a wide variety of
conditions in both the 3-5 and 8-12 ¡rrn bands. These data will
be used for the development and validation of IRST models and
IR ship signature lnodels with the view of deterrnining the
effects of rnarine-generated aerosols, turbulence, and meteoro-
logical prohles on their perfonnance.

Aerosol and meteorological instrurnents, as well as thermal
irlagers and calibrated targets, were utilized on the Dutch
Meetpost Noordwijk (MPN) tower, at a Katwijk Beach Station,
the Hr. Ms. Tydeman oceanographic vessel, on a Lynx
helicopter, on a Dutch P3 Orion, on the NCCOSC RDT&E
DIV (NRaD) airborne platforrn, and on b
network of instrur¡entation has provided a
base of aerosol size distribution profiles an
logical variables.throughout the ma¡ine ahnospheric boundary
layer. Thennal irnagery was included to provide ground truth
lor assessing the low-level propagation effects near the ocean
su¡face. Measurements were nrade of ahnospheric turbulence
and relractivity effects in the IR and RF bands to assess the
marine boundary layer effects on the degradation of thermal
llnages.

Calibrated targets at different altitudes were observed to the
maximum observable range under a wide variety of conditions
in both the 3-5 and 8-12 prn bands. These dataare to be used

and models and IR ship
det of marine-generat-
nce 1 profiles on their

I. INTRODUCTION
Atrnospheric aerosol and infrared sea and terrain background
r¡odels are of special ilnportance for the assessment of the
performance of electro-optical (EO) systems. The degradation
of the radiance contrast between a target and its natural

background, as viewed.by an infra¡ed sensor, is determined by
the constituents of the intervening atrlosphere that absorb anil
scatter the radiation. The assessrnent, therefore, depends upon
the accuracy of the atrnospheric rnodels being uìed in 

-the

propagation prediction codes. The perfoflnance of the electro-
optical systems is further degraded by hrrbulence and ref¡activi-
ty effects, causing blurring, scintillation, beam wander,
rnirages, etc. In therral irnagers, these effects rnay result in
irnage distortion, contrast reductiorì, and other detection prob-
lems.

mine the effects of aerosols on EO propagation in a maritime
environment. This model has proven to be a useful tool in
predicting atrnospheric transr¡ission in the marine atmosphere
along horizontal paths at shipboard levels (above 10 m).
Another atmo OVAM [11-19] (The
Navy Oceanic is being prepared for
inclusion into and accounts for the
generation, dispersal and rernoval of the marine aerosols,
including transport processes, in the vertical dimension. This
model uses NAM as its ke¡ne1 and is useful for predicting the
vertical prohles of extinction from shipboard heights upward
through the rrarine boundary layer. However, to date, the
NAM and NOVAM validation has been restricted to a lirnited
range of rneteorological situations and geographical locations
and must be extended to include coastal regions with substantial
continental aerosol inputs. Also, recent studies have shown that
NAM/NOVAM in their present fonrs should not be extrapolat-
ed into the region very near the surface (below 10 rr) of the
ocean for predicting atrnospheric properties [20,21].

It is important to obtain more detailed infonration on atmo-
spheric characteristics for the 3-5 and 8-12 micron wavelengths
in the first few meters above the surface of the ocean. An
effort needs to be undertaken to modcl the ñrst 10 rr above the
ocean surface and incorporate it in LOWTRAN for prediction
perfonnance of EO systenrs used for detecting low-altitude
targets.

Irr response, the NATO ACl243 (Panel 04/RSG.8), in collabo-
ration frorn 

^C1243 
(Panel 04/RSG.5), planned and conducted

a field experirnent to address these very problerns. The nar¡e
of the trial was entitled the Marine Aerosol Properties and
Then¡al Imager Perfor¡nance (MAPTIP). The MAPTIP
project, in principle, consisted of two parts, i.e., the develop-
r¡ent and validation of rnodels describing atrnospheric effects on
electro-optical propagation propelties (aerosol extinction,
refraction, and turbulence) and the assesstnent of thermal
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imager perforrnance in a rnaritime environment. In this unique
effoit, ihese two disciplines were integrated by virtue oi a

een two NA s by cornbin-
the ñelds propagation
irnagers, ta rounds.

The MAPTIP trial was conducted in the North Sea, between
October 11 and November 5, 1993. The geographìcal layout is
shown in Figure 1. Aerosol and Ineteorological instrurnents, as

well as then¡al irnagers and calibrated targets, were utilized on
the Dutch Meetpost Noordwijk (MPN) tower, at a Katwijk
Beach Station, on the Hr. Ms. Tydernan oceanographic vessel,
on a Lynx helicopter, on a Dutch P3 Orion, on the NRaD
airbornè platforrn, and ol buoy systerns. This netwo¡k of
instrumentation was used for obtaining a cornprehensive data
base of aerosol size distribution prohles and relevant meteoro-
logical
1ayer.
next ge
Model)
ocean
included to provide ground truth for assessing the ANAM
rrodel developr.nent for low-level propagation predictions near
the ocean su¡face. To achieve the second goal, measuretnents
were made of atmospheric turbulence and refractivity effects in
the IR and RF bands to assess the ntarine boundary layer effects
on the degradation of thennal irnages.

Institute

TNO Physics and Elect¡onics Laboratory
Royal Netherlands Navy
Ministry of Public Wo¡ks
University of Antwerp
Defence Research Establishrnent

Valcartier

Institute Country
(Abbreviation)

TNO-FEL NL
KM NL
RV/ NL
UIA BE
DREV CA

ONR
MESA

Danish Defence Research Establishrnent DDRE
CELAR CELAR
DGA/DCN/CESDA DGA
Forschungs Institut fùr Optik EfO
Fraunhofer Institut für Atrnosphärische IFU
Norwegian Defence Research NDRE

Establishment
University of Mancheste¡ Institute of UMIST

Science and Technology
Naval Comnraud Control and Ocean NRaD

Surveillance Center, RDT&E DIV -543
Naval Postgraduate School NPS
Office of Naval Research
Mesa Inc.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology MIT
Naval Surface Warfare Cente¡ NSWC

Table 1. MAPTIP Participants.

DK
FR
FR
GE
CE
NO

UK

USA

USA
USA
USA
USA
USA

2. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES
The scientific objectives of the MAPTIP trial were: 1)

hrprove and validate vertical rnarine aerosol moclels, 2) Extend
existing aerosol rnodels to incorporate near-surface effects, 3)

The MAPTIP trial was organized by the TNO Physics and Assess marine boundary layer effects on thennal irnager
Electronics Laboratory and was suþervised by a scientific systelns, 4) Provide inputs for the development and validation
cornrnittee consisting of representatives from the ahnospheric of IRST models, 5) Provide inputs for the development and
elfects and thermal irraging comrnunities associated with the validation of IR ship signature rnodels, 6) Provicle additional
NATO AC/243 Panel 04/RSG.8 and 04/RSG.5. Altogether, data for analysis in areas of interest and irnportance to IR
about 50 scientific and engineering personnel participated in seeker and IR ÌRST applications. The latter includes horizon,
MAPTIP from 19 institutes located in 9 countries (Table 1). sea, and coastal clutter, sea and sky background signatures,
An extensive description of the MAPTIP trial and instrumenta- cloud data, day/night and dawn/sunset variations, turbulence,
tion provided by each participating institution can be found in scintillation, ducting, mirage, and false alarrns.
the wo¡k plan [22]. An ove¡view of the MAPTIP experitnent
for the RSG.8 and RSG.5 participants has been prepared and is 3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
available upon request [23]. A suite of inst¡umentation was rnounted on the seven MAPTIP

operational platforms to cha¡acterize the atmosphere and to
assess the perforrnance of the¡mal irnagers. Several platforrns
served a dual purpose as a car¡ier for instrumentation and as a
target for the irnagers. The focal platforrn for the experirnent
was the Meetpost Noordwijk (MPN) oceanographic tower
(owned and operated by the Dutch Ministry of Public Works)
located 9 km frorn the Dutch coast, position 45" 16' 25.9" N,
04 17' 45.8" E. A land based facility was established at the
lifeguard station on the beach at Katwijk. Oceanographic buoys
were located near MPN and at a position a few kilorneters from
the beach along the MPN-Beach Station line of sight. The
oceanic ¡esearch vessel Hr. Ms. Tydernan from the Royal
Netherlands (RNL) Navy sailed a pre-described pattern in the
vicinity of the MPN tower. Two aircraft and a helicopter
courpleted the MAPTIP scenario. A Lynx helicopter and a P3
Orion patrol aircraft were r¡ade available by the RNL Navy.
The second aircraft was the NRaD ai¡borne platfonn [24], a
twin-engine Piper Navajo. The operational platforrns a¡e shown
in Figures 2 and 3.

3.1 Meetpost Noordwijk
The MPN tower was used both for comprehensive rneteorologi-
cal. characterization and as a platfonn for the¡lral irnagers and
sources (Figure 2). During MAPTIP a 20 m boom was used by
TNO-FEL to make air ternperature and unperturbed turbulence
measurements [25] using a Gill Sonic Anemometer. An
Advanet HrO and C0, fluctuation rneter was also installed on the
booln to dete¡rnine the respective fluxes. The boom was further
equipped with optical particle courlters (PMS CSAS 200 P and
OAP) to dete¡nrine particle size distribLltions at low levels and
to profile the aerosol distributions. Mean ¡elative hurnidity and
air temperature were measured on the boorn with a Rotronic
Hygrorneter. Unfortunately, only few data were collected on
the boom due to a structural failure during a stonn.

On the helicopter deck located at 18.6 m above mean sea level
(MSL), a rnast was rigged by UMIST fo¡ a sonic anemonleter
and an OPHIR hygrorneter to lneasure the turbulent air flow
conponents, air ternperature, and absolute hurnidity. UMISTFigure 1. Geographic location for the MAPTIP trial.
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Figure 3. MAPTIP operational sequence (airborne).
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also lneasu¡ed aerosols frorr the 11.6 rn deck, where a meteoro-
moLÌnted to deterr¡ine local wind

erature, and relative hurnidity. Tl
of a PMS FSSP-100 and a PMS

optical particle counter. Aerosol size-segregated composition
was determined with a PMS ASASP-X in combination with a
volatility system. Soot carbon loadings were detennined with
an aetholor¡eter. Weather conditions and sea state \r/ere
rnonitored and pictures were recorded with a video carnera. A
radon counte¡ was used as a back-up for air mass analysis. A
second radon counter and a condensation nuclei (CN) counter
were operated on the tower by NRaD.

Aerosol particle-size-distribution profiles were measured by
NRaD utilizing an optical particle counter (PMS ASSP-100),
and by NRaD and TNO-FEL vvith Roto
(for particle diar¡eters > 13 pm) [26].
tion profiles were obtained in the size
pm diameter. The optical particle counter rneasurements were
perforrned with the inshument mounted in a box that was
hoisted up and down f¡orn the 15 m deck. The NRaD Rotorod
\/as also mounted on this box, as well as instrumentation to
lneasu¡e air temperature and relative humidity. The TNO-FEL
Rotorod measureÍnents were made with the sarnplers mounted
on a float that was deployed f¡om a 10 rn long outrigger
rnounted on the no¡thwest 11.6 rn platforrn [26]. Figure 4
shows lneasured ae¡osol-size-distributions taken near the ocean
surface and the 11.6 m deck for low (0.1-2.1 rn/s) and high
(11-16 rn/s) winds.

In support of the interpretation of the aerosol profile measure-
rnents, bubble size distributions were measured at fixed depths
f¡onr 0.5 to 2 rn below the sea surface with an optical device
deployed on a floating platfonn. The float was anchored close
to the MPN aerosol samplers at a position such that the bubble
rneasurements we¡e free of the MPN platforrn influences
(currents advecting bubbles generated at the platforrn structure).
Bubbles, when protruding the water surface, generate fihn and
jet droplets in addition to spurne droplets that are generated by
direct tearing in high winds (wind > 9 m/s). These data will
be used to forrnulate a reliable source function for use in
aerosol generation models involving sea salt ae¡osols [27,28].
Figure 5 shows a measured bubble-size-distribution at 1 m and
is cotnpared with data froÛr open literature.

Info¡rnation on the vertical structure of the atmospheric
boundary layer near MPN was obtained utilizing lidar systems.
The NRaD ANGVS/5 lida¡ was used for profiling aerosol
returns near the ocean surface ( < 10 rr), and the TNO-FEL
smal lida¡ systern [29] was used for slant path measurernents
under both negative and positive elevations. The lidar ¡eturns
will be used for studying the variability of the inversion height
and the depth of the transition layer [19]. Ship plume observa-
tions were also made.

DIAMETER (micro meters)

Figure 4. Measured aerosol-size-distributions at MPN.

bubble radius R Ium I

Figure 5. Measured bubble-size-distribution at 1 m (solid line)
compared with data from the open literature.

Di¡ect measurer¡ents of the extinction in the visible (0.53 p.m)
and at 10.6 prn were rnade by DREV using an HSS VR-310
Fo¡ward Scatter meter and a PVM-300 Forward Scattering
Probe, respectively. The instrumentation was mounted on the
15 rn deck. This location is well exposed to the prevailing
winds and data should be representative of conditions unper-
turbed by the tower.

Meteorological
part of the Nort
speed, direction
relative humidi
observations.
mounted Rotronic sensors for air temperature and relative
humidity at heights of
the atrnospheric surfac
IR measurements of at
gauge and a pyranome
tation.

MPN
r \¡r'as

rnade

iI3;
southwest corner of the platforrn where unobstructed tneasure-
rnents could be made of sun glint, land backgrounds, and ship
and airborne targets. On the top deck (18.6 rn MSL)'- the

Amber Model A84128 The¡rnal Iurager (InSb, 3-5 pm) frorn
DDRE and a Philips FLIR (8-12 prn) frorn TNO-FEL were
mounted.

With this instrunrentation, both IR waveiength regions, 3-5 and

ly.

A nurnber of IR and visible sources were mounted on MPN.
These included the FfO 300"C fixed ternperature calibration

MPN and the Beach Station. The visible lamps were mounted
by DREV at differing heigbts above MSL frorrr about 3.5 to 20
rn for the study o1'refractivity effects.

3.2 Katwljk Beach Station
The Katwijk Beach station consisted of two platforrns: 1) the

I
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23 Oct: I 1-16 m/s
02 Nov:0.1-2.1 m/s
direction: ENE
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Figure 6. Hr. Ms. Tydeman IR irnages.

Figure 7. Lynx IR irnage.
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to the camera systerns fo¡ calibrati
rological measurerrents (wind speed a
ture, relative hurnidity, pressure, visib
radiance) were made using a meteoro

Also located in the parking lot were two IFU mobile lidar
systems: 1) a three-wavelengths aerosol lidar (355, 532, and
1064 nm), and 2) a 1.56 prn eye-safe lidar. The three-wave-
length lidar has a range of > 15 km with a resolution of < 15
nt (532 and 355 nrn) and < 30 rn (1064 nm). The 1.56 ¡rrn
eye-safe lidar has a range of > 15 krn with a resolution of 15
m. \With these range eric structure was
characterized frorn th to ranges extend-
ing beyond MPN. variations in the
extinction coefficients at these wavelengths we¡e also directly
rneasured.

On the upper deck of the Beach Station IFU made measure-
lnents of extinction at 543 nrn and 1.56 prn utilizing a two-
wavelength White-Ce1l transrnissometer. CESDA also rnade
0, 5 pm extinction measurements on the upper deck utilizing an
HSS VR-301-B-120 visibility meter. Aerosol size dist¡ibution
measurements were rlade at this location using two optical
particle counters (ASASP-X and CSASP-100 HV). A metèoro-
logical station recorded wind speed, air ternperature, and
relative humidity. The TNO-FEL transmissornete¡ receiver for
the MPN/Beach Station transrnission path (10.44 krn) was also
on the upper level of the Beach Station. Using the 1000 Hz
source on MPN, transrlission rneasurelnents were made at
wavelengths in the visible and 8-12 ¡rrn bands.

Also on the upper level of the Beach Station, polarization
rneasurements in the 3-5 and 8-12 prn bands were made by NPS
[31] using an AGA 780 The¡rnovision dual band ¡adioinetric
iffraging. system fitted with IR polarization filters. Prelirninary
results indicate that the use of the polarization filters cair
suppress the backgrounds and can enhance target detection
signihcantly (Figure 9).

NDRE operated two TICM-II carnera systerns on the lower
deck of the Beach Station, i.e., in the 3-5 ¡r.rn band and 8-12
pm wavelength bands. For continuous calibration, three
sources were mounted a short distance from the cameras on the

was used for accurate range
d the IIr. Ms. Tydeman and the
s¿lso used for detennining the

Refraction studies were made by DREV to test the WWKD
rnodel [32] over open seas in the preserìce of waves. A series

22-10 13.43.522

Figure 8. p3 Orion IR image.
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Figure 10. IR images of the MPN oceanographic tower (visible
CCD Sony Camera).
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Figure 9. Polarization irrages of the Hr. Ms. Tydeman.

e CELAR experiment was
ted by DREV. The Beach
and r¡onitoring Jocation for

3.3 Hr. Ms. Tydeman

lpper.and lower three sources ernitted predorninantly in the IR,
the rniddle row ernilted only.in the visible. The rnáin pu¡posé
was to have a low aititude intensive IR source to simutáte a
pojnt target, i.e., a sea skimming rnissile that could be observ-
able at variable distances. The ship's operational procedure
allowed for the r¡axirnum use of this lowlevel IR soìrce. On
inbound/outbound radials to MPN and the beach station, the

Figure 11. Sequence of images of Tydernan mast light as the
ship was leaching the maximum detection range (visible CCD
Sony Camera).



was intended for detection and identification runs by the P3
Orion. The outlined operational procedures were flêxible in
response to special requests by the MAPTIP participants to
allow for changes in the atrnospheric and v/eather condìtions.

mounted on the Hr. Ms. Tydeman.

TNO-FEL operat on the port of the
ship for elevation sky horìzon back-
grounds. Also, rd ureteorological
measurements on and direction, air
temperature, relative hurnidity, pressure, water telnperature,
and sea states. The wind and tempe¡ature senso¡s were
mounted on the rnast of the foredeck. Aerosol particle size
dist¡ibution measu¡ements were made utilizing the PMS aerosol
particle counters (ASAS 300 and the CSAS 100 HV). Aerosol
cheurical cornposition was deten¡ined by UIA from sarnples
collected with a May irnpactor inserted in a sample tunnel. The
aerosol equiprnent was mounted on the roof of the bridge.

Environmental paraneters and particle size distributions were
lneasured
when the
of at least
located a
chemical
aerosol rnodels frorn the MPN area to a larger part of the North
Sea. Sorne speculation has been lnade about the relative
contlibutions of aerosol frorn maritime and continental origin to
explain the effect of wind direction on the wind-speed depen-
dence of the aerosol concentrations [33]. Data on the aerosol

n ,inthe
t dsasa

i ß:'ii,':
data collected on the Tydeman, together with that at the lixed
locatìons (MPN and Beach Station) will serve as an indicato¡
for variations due to a change in the meteorological conditions
and will be used for the quantification of the spatial variability.

3.4 NRaD Airborne Platform
The NRaD airborne platforrn (Figure 3) was equipped with
aerosol and nreteorological instrurnentation. The aerosol
spectrometer instrumentation included the PMS FSSP-100 and
the OAP-200. The meteorological measurements were IR sea
surface tenìperature, air and dew temperatures, and absolute
p¡essure. The Navajo flew a star pattern centered on the MPN
tower to monitor the spatial variability of aerosols and meteoro-
logical conditions (Figure 3). At the start and end of each star
pattern the Navajo profiled the ve¡tical structure by spiralling
over MPN to 1524 m. The data are intended to be used for the
validation of NOVAM and in the development of ANAM.
During the Navajo in- and out-bound radiãl from the MPN
tower and the Beach Station, the Navajo served as a target for

I 8-7

the imaging comrnunity. On special occasions, when the Hr.
Ms. Tyderran made long tracks and there was no need to fly
the cornplete star pattern, in- and out-bound radial were flowi
to allow for continuous tracking of the aircraft by the thermal
imaging cornmunity as a functioll of altitude and distance to the
horizon (Figure 12).

3 nmi 05nmi

Figure 12. IR inages of the inbound Navajo at different
ranges.

3.5 Lynx Helicopter

t 0.1¡o

0

t
*

r@z@Joo@s o1626JOO@
Sd¡b

Stondord Déviobon ol Roe vs Vertìcot Soñptê

0.r.2

Figure^13. 3.5-4.2 pm therrnal irnages of the Lynx helicopter
and infrared source at 2.5 nr¡i, 26 Oct 93, 163i.
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shown in Figure 3. This flight sequence allowed fo¡ the
detennination of the rnaxirrur¡ detection range of the point
source, translnission lreasurernents, and irnaging. The Lynx
helicopter was also equipped with a FLIR and irnaged the
Tydeman during each flight. Two circles were flown around the
ship at different distances and heights for all aspect irnaging.

3.6 P3 Orion
A FllR-equipped P3 Orion (Figure 3) was provided by the
RNL Navy for detenring detection and identification ranges on
the Hr. Ms. Tydeman (while the ship was stopped). Figure 1{
shows the P3 Orion FLIR irnage of the Hr. Ms. Tydernan. It
also served as a target for the imagers at the Katwijk Beach
Station and the MPN tower (Figure 3). Both outbound and
inbound radials were made (rnaxirnurn radial distance of 20
NMi). On the outbound runs the Orion was tracked until the IR
signal was lost. On the inbound radials the objective was to
detelnine the detection range for the P3.

Figure 14. Image of the Hr. Ms. Tydernan in the 8-12 purn

band (recorded with the FLIR-2000 io¡ the P3 Orion).

3.7 Buoys
Th¡ee buov svstenìs were deploved durins MAPTIP. NPS de-
ploy.eg ? c_oastal climate rninimet buoy at approxirnately 0.5
NMi NW frorn MPN. This buoy was instrurnented \l/ith â Gill

mponents of the turbulent
Rotronic hygrometer was
r ternperatu¡e and relative
. A 1-D accelerometer

provided wave infon¡ation. CELAR deployed two buoy
systems at approximately 4 krn frorn the beaðh irear the Beach
Station. One, a Wave Rider, measu¡ed instantaneous wave

ed the
, wind
MSL)

In addition to the local platforrn measurements described above,
rneteorological infonnation was made available frorn all the
meteorological stations located in the North Sea and frorn
satellite observation of sea surface telnperatures. Weather maps
and air mass trajectories were also made available for tñe
MAPTIP trial period to allow larger-scale interpretation of the
MAPTIP data.

4. DATA OVERVIEW AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
The MAPTIP trial, intended as a coastal rna¡itime environment
experirnent for developing and validating marine aerosol models
and for determining the effects of the marjne atmosphere on
therrnal imager perfomance, turned out to be donrinated by
continental ai¡ masses with little rnaritime influence. Thê
prevailing winds were easterly, in contrast to nonnal westerly
flow. However, the occurrence of off-shore winds (NNE-SSE)

areas, we feel that valuable data were collected for studies of
the effects of surface layer turbulence and thermal stratification
causing strong refractivity effects on therrnal irnager perfor-
lrance.

Unfortunately, the weather situation did not allow for an
extensile cornprehensive study on ma¡ine ae¡osol properties,
i.e., the fetch was short and little aerosol was generated frorn
the easterly winds. The aerosol sarnpled at MPN was predorni-
nantly of continental origin. Only a limited data base was
obtained for use in extending the existing aerosol r¡odels to
incorporate near-surface effects. On the other hand, all othe¡
measurements were carried out as planned.

indicated influences of waves.

with the
a frotn thes sååÎ'åi:

ns is available frorn the
d in particular from the
. The MAPTIP data set
oprnent and validation of
effects of atrnospheric

properties on electro-optical systems.

The thenral iurager data provides an excellent data set fo¡ the
evaluation of the atrnospheric propagation models. The trans-
mission data that can be deduced frorn the target Íìeasurelnents
as a function of range can be directly cornpared with those
derived f¡om the ntodels. Also, the detection lirrit, blurring,

ahnospheric paralneters.

t for the al imager
, e.g., for T aPPlica-
lnetrt and signature
f such dat , e.g. sea,

the sun glint during early hours. Data on turbulence, scintilla-
tion, anã ref¡activè eflécts (rnirage, ducting) are available as

explained above.

Al1 the MAPTIP data are in support of the US IRAMMP
(Infrared Analysis, Measurements, and Modeling Prograrn) and

will be used fõr the contintred development of models describ-
ing the perforn.ìance of the¡mal imagers. These include ship
siÀnaturé rnodels, IRST nodels, background models, point
solrce detection lnodels, and clutter characterization tnodels.
Cornbining the respective
with atmospheric rnodels
imager systetn Parameters



sive rnodel for the assessment of therrnal imagers for a variety
of targets as function of atrrospheric conditions.
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